Led turn signal resistor wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of universal turn signal wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as
simplified forms, and also the power and also signal links in between the devices. A wiring
diagram normally provides info concerning the family member setting and setup of tools and
terminals on the devices, in order to help in building or servicing the gadget. A pictorial diagram
would certainly reveal much more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram uses an
extra symbolic notation to emphasize affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is
typically utilized to repair problems and also making sure that all the connections have actually
been made which every little thing is existing. Collection of universal turn signal wiring diagram.
Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image.
A wiring diagram is a simple visual depiction of the physical links as well as physical design of
an electric system or circuit. It shows just how the electrical cables are interconnected and
could additionally show where fixtures and components may be attached to the system. Usage
electrical wiring diagrams to assist in structure or making the circuit or electronic gadget. They
are additionally valuable for making fixings. Do It Yourself fanatics make use of circuitry
representations however they are likewise typical in house building and automobile repair. A
home builder will want to confirm the physical location of electric outlets and light components
utilizing a wiring diagram to stay clear of expensive mistakes as well as developing code
offenses. A schematic reveals the plan and function for an electric circuit, but is not worried
about the physical design of the cables. Electrical wiring layouts demonstrate how the cables
are linked and where they must found in the real device, along with the physical connections in
between all the parts. Unlike a pictorial layout, a wiring diagram makes use of abstract or
streamlined shapes and also lines to reveal elements. Photographic diagrams are commonly
images with labels or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical components. If a line touching
one more line has a black dot, it implies the lines are attached. Most symbols made use of on a
wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the real items they represent. A button will
certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, a lot like a light button you can
turn on and off. Last modified on December 4th, To add a load resistor to an indicator turn
signal it has to be wired into each LED light bulb in parallel. The load resistor goes across the
light bulb connections, between the supply and ground. A load resistor is required for each LED
light bulb in the turn signal circuit, you may only want to upgrade the rear of the vehicle? In
which case you only need 2 x load resistors. A typical load resistor for a 21 watt turn signal light
bulb would have a rating of 50 watts, 6 ohms. Though please check with your supplier. To
someone familiar with electronics, calculating the size of a load resistor may be easy. But to
anyone else, it could be a bit confusingâ€¦. The load resistor replaces the load lost when the
filament light bulb was replaced by an LED light bulb. First we need to calculate the difference
between the filament light bulb and the LED light bulb in watts:. The resistance and the number
of watts are the two parameters needed for obtaining the size of the load resistor. The filament
light bulb watts â€” The LED light bulb watts. This will give you the lowest wattage figure, but
the load resistor will get very hot just like a filament light bulb. So the heat needs to be
dissipated using a much larger wattage load resistor at least double. Which then makes
calculations difficult guesswork. Note the 50w rating to dissipate any heat. A good supplier of
load resistors should also be able to advise and assist with your selection, if you are unsure
what to purchase. Home House Stuff Vehicles Info. Load Resistor Calculation. Load Resistor
Calculation Current. Load Resistor Calculation Resistance. Go to mobile version. Turn Signal
Flasher Wiring Diagram â€” led turn signal flasher wiring diagram, motorcycle turn signal
flasher wiring diagram, turn signal flasher circuit diagram, Every electric arrangement consists
of various unique parts. Each part should be placed and linked to other parts in specific way. So
as to make sure that the electric circuit is built correctly, Turn Signal Flasher Wiring Diagram is
demanded. How can this diagram help with circuit construction? The diagram provides visual
representation of an electric structure. However, the diagram is a simplified version of the
arrangement. This makes the procedure for building circuit easier. This diagram provides
advice of circuit components as well as their placements. The first element is symbol that
indicate electrical component in the circuit. A circuit is usually composed by several
components. The other thing you will come across a circuit diagram could be traces. Lines in
the diagram show how every component connects to a another. The positions of circuit
elements are relative, not exact. The order is also not logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram
only shows where to place component at a place relative to other elements within the circuit.
One thing that you must learn before studying a circuit diagram is your symbols. Every symbol
that is shown on the diagram shows specific circuit component. The most common
components are capacitor, resistor, and battery. Additionally, there are other elements such as
ground, switch, motor, and inductor. Sometimes, the wires will cross. Injunction of 2 wires is

usually indicated by black dot on the intersection of 2 lines. There will be primary lines that are
represented by L1, L2, L3, etc. Colors can also be used to differentiate cables. Usually, there are
two chief sorts of circuit connections. The very first one is called series connection. Due to that
the electrical current in each and every part is comparable while voltage of the circuit is
complete of voltage in every component. Parallel link is much more complex compared to string
one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of every element is comparable. It is because the
element is directly linked to electricity resource. This circuit consists of branches that are
passed by distinct electrical current levels. The current joins together when the branches meet.
There are lots of items that an engineer needs to focus on when drawing wirings diagram. First
of all, the symbols used in the diagram ought to be accurate. It should represent the exact
element required to construct a planned circuit. It is also highly advised that engineer draws
positive supply and negative source symbols for better interpretation. Meanwhile, the negative
source symbol is put under it. The current flows in the left side to right. In addition to that,
diagram drawer is advised to restrict the number of line crossing. The line and component
placement ought to be designed to lessen it. But if it is inevitable, use universal emblem to
indicate if there is a junction or when the lines are not really connected. As you can see drawing
and interpreting Turn Signal Flasher Wiring Diagram can be a complicated task on itself. The
information and tips that were elaborated above should be a excellent kick start, though. Turn
Signal Flasher Wiring Diagram. Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€”
craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, murray riding lawn mower ignition
switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, Every electric
structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Each component ought toâ€¦. Each component
ought to be placed and linked to other parts in specific mannerâ€¦. Gm 2 Wire Alternator Wiring
Diagram â€” gm 2 wire alternator wiring diagram, Every electrical structure consists of various
diverse parts. Each part ought to be placed and connected with other parts in specific way. If
not, the structure will not function as it oughtâ€¦. Related Post to Turn Signal Flasher Wiring
Diagram Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch
Wiring Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, murray riding
lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram,
Every electric structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Whelen Edge Wiring Diagram.
Dayton Electric Motors Wiring Diagram. Led Turn Signal Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a
simplified tolerable pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and the faculty and signal associates between the devices. A
wiring diagram usually gives recommendation just about the relative slant and understanding of
devices and terminals on the devices, to encourage in building or servicing the device. A
pictorial diagram would pretense more detail of the visceral appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram uses a more symbolic notation to put emphasis on interconnections higher than innate
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make definite that
all the contacts have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams produce a
result the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and surviving
electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately,
where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use
agreeable symbols for wiring devices, usually oscillate from those used upon schematic
diagrams. The electrical symbols not only produce an effect where something is to be installed,
but afterward what type of device is subconscious installed. For example, a surface ceiling light
is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling well-ventilated has a rotate symbol, and a surface
fluorescent well-ventilated has substitute symbol. Each type of switch has a substitute story
and as a result accomplish the various outlets. There are symbols that undertaking the location
of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be
required by the electrical inspection authority to approve attachment of the residence to the
public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will afterward enhance panel schedules for
circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flame alarm or
closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Ls1 Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram views. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are

categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Why are installing load resistors necessary for LED turn signal lights? If you
don't install load resistors also known as equalizers with LED turn signal bulbs, you will
experience the notorious hyper flash issue. Hyper flash is exactly what it sounds like, where the
turn signal light flashes rapidly and is almost headache inducing. Not only is this ugly, but you
may also attract the police who think your bulb is burned out. This sounds completely
unnecessary and a huge hassle to boot. You will need 50W 6 OHM load resistors and tap the
load resistor to the stock harness in parallel. Load resistors also have no negative or positive,
making it easier for you because you wouldn't have to worry about which wires goes to which
side. This is very straightforward as you need to simply tap the load resistor wires between the
two wires. There is a little more trial and error involved with the wiring. In this tutorial, we are
going to try to tap the resistor the red and black wires. Test the turn after the wires are tapped. If
the turn signal still hyper flashes, take the wires out and tap it to another wire and try again. The
most times you will try to tap the wires is three times. We originally tried A and C and tested it to
see if it works. If not, try and C. If that still doesn't work, try A and B. If you have tried all three
ways and the hyper flash issue is still there, then perhaps the issue causing this is the
connection. Many people install load resistors with a T-tap because it sounds easy, but we
definitely don't recommend this route. T-taps are sometimes unable to cut through wire and
causes a loose connection or intermittent function. We recommend you directly merge the load
resistor to the stock harness. Actually, my professional stereo installations have installers
merge the wires instead of using T-taps. How to merge the wires: We recommend you use a
wire stripper to expose the copper wire in a small slit without damaging anything. If you don't
have a wire stripper, you can also scrape through the plastic using a knife or scissors. Don't
forget to use electrical tape to cover it after you connect the wires. Don't forget to mount the
load resistor to the metal using zip-ties and not double-tape. Mount the resistor to metal so you
can prevent heat damage. Question 3 months ago. My front tune signals are leds. Question can I
install the resistor on the rear turn signal that carries factory halogen bulbs or do I need to
install the led resistor on the front turn signal that have the leds? OEM flashers work by sensing
the current draw, and if the current draw is much less than the factory setup it assumes that a
bulb is out and flashes very rapidly in order to alert the driver that a bulb is out. LEDs draw a lot
less current and therefore power than the equivalent incandescent bulbs, so the OEM flashers
don't recognise them and act as if a bulb is out. Load resistors work by deliberately wasting
power by converting it directly to heat rather than light. If that sounds dumb, it is. Load resistors
should be your very last resort if you can't find a replacement LED flasher that will work with
your vehicle. A replacement flasher has the added benefit of being plug-and-play, requiring no
modification whatsoever to your vehicle or its wiring. Don't use a 50 watt resistor just because
some guy on the Internet tells you to. It's overkill and wastes power, not to mention creating a
lot more heat than necessary in many situations. Look in your vehicle's owner's manual or on
the existing incandescent bulb if it's readable and use the wattage of the existing lamps or
maybe even slightly less. Also, if you're doing a permanent install never just "merge" the wires
as described above. They will corrode, even if you cover them with electrical tape, and
eventually the connection will degrade. Always solder the wires. I have converted the electric
bike to all LEDs in order to save energy and maximize range. I replaced the flasher on it and it
works like a charm. Unfortunately, the ICE bike for some reason doesn't work with the flasher
that according to the schematics and pinout should work. However, I did find that 6 watt
resistors work as opposed to the original 10 watt bulbs and still save a couple of watts over
stock. Not ideal, but it works as a stop-gap until I can figure out why the flasher replacement
doesn't work. Reply 3 years ago. Your headlight bulbs are 55 or 60 watts. If you use a 50 watt
resistor you're turning the same amount of energy directly into heat that your headlights turn
into light. And have you ever touched a lit headlight bulb? They already waste a lot of energy as
heat. With sealed beams they're just hot, but with halogens you'll instantly get burned. You
don't want to directly touch halogen bulbs even when they are cold because the oil from your
fingers will make the bulb break when it heats up. Use gloves or a clean rag to handle and
install them. Reply 1 year ago. But the wattage of your bulb is how much power it will DRAW.
The wattage of a resistor is how much power it can handle. These are VERY different. The OHM
is what determines how much power the resistor will "see" through it. No matter what wattage
resistor you have, it will see the same power. If it's underrated then it will burn up. This is why
you need a larger wattage resistor to handle the power that will go through it based on the

resistance. You're wrong, and completely missing the point. If a small resistor would do, then
you're drawing a small amount of power and it's no big deal. It is hugely wasteful and
sometimes dangerous, because those resistors can get VERY hot and defeats most of the
benefit of using LED lamps. But wait, then how am I wrong? That's exactly what I am saying. For
your E-Bike it's a terrible plan because like you said, it's wasteful. For an ICE then it doesn't
really matter that much. You're still wrong. All bikes have a relatively tiny "alternator" and will
benefit from power savings, especially if you start adding accessories like auxiliary lights,
heated grips or phone chargers. A lot of ICE bikes have problematic electrical systems from the
factory, and every little bit helps. Conversely, adding more current draw back in with load
resistors is a bad idea. You seem to like to tell people they are wrong a lot. This instructables
was started about cars. You brought your bike into the fray. Either way, Ohms Law is Ohms Law
I don't know why you are so determined to be right and someone else be wrong. There's the pot
calling the kettle black. I made a comment, and you are the one who said I was wrong. I'm just
giving examples why that's not the case. As for bike vs. I also have a car that has the flasher
circuit built into the ECU, which means there's no possibility of replacing the flasher. I will find
another way that doesn't waste power or risk fire. Reply 11 months ago. This has been a painful
read, I'm not going to get in to the resistor argument here. What I will say is that you should
avoid soldering wires on vehicles, proper crimping is the appropriate way to make connections
using a decent crimp tool on a vehicle. Look at any factory wiring harness, on any form of
transportation, they are crimped. Aircraft are forbidden to ever have soldered connections, and
are inspected for them. Crimping isn't done because it's faster and easier it is. It's done,
because metal fatigue causes soldered joints and wires to regularly fail in vehicles I'm a retired
avionics engineer dealing specifically with military aircraft, it was my job to make sure my
aircraft electronics systems wouldn't fail. Talk about painful read Aircraft are subject to entirely
different conditions and environments than anything else, and what works for aircraft is not
appropriate for cars or especially motorcycles and vice versa. Crimping is done for two
reasons, and two reasons only: it's quick and it's cheap. That is patently false. If a wire is held
rigidly on one end and flaps around on the other, it's utterly irrelevant whether it is crimped or
soldered, it will eventually fail regardless. Adding strain relief will help, but the correct solution
is to properly route and support wires so they don't flop around. Aircraft don't have to deal with
all the road chemicals that surface vehicles do and components are for the most part enclosed,
out of the elements. Motorcycle components in particular are completely exposed to the
elements. Very few people have decent crimping tools. The ones available at auto parts stores
are utter crap and are impossible to make a proper crimp with. In fact, I have yet to find a store
of any kind that sells a decent crimper. I don't know where the tradesmen get theirs. The DIY
tendency these days is to use those abominable wire taps that cut through the insulation and
are easy to install with just a pair of pliers. Those in particular are unreliable and asking for
trouble. I have lost count of how many factory crimped connections I've had to replace over the
years because they have corroded. And many have failed mechanically because there was no
strain relief or proper support. I have yet to see a good soldered connection fail for any reason.
So yeah, I've looked at them and no, they're not better. A lot of your points are valid, but some
are only partially true. Yes, aircraft do experience vastly different environments, but those
environments are far more harsh than road travel, including exposure to chemicals and
environmental extremes. Not too many road bound vehicles are subjected to jet fuel or
hydraulic fluid most days they operate, while operating at extreme pressure and temp variations
within minutes. Aircraft range from low altitude single seat prop planes, to passenger jets, to
super sonic high altitude recon planes to cargo helicopters to attack helicopter to transport.
They all have the same types of connections, as do all production vehicles. Even trains and
ships crimp instead of solder. If you've never been in a Chinook, you have no idea the amount
of chemicals those things spray all over everything, and every military helicopter will vibrate
teeth loose. Aircraft components are usually in their own bay, but those bays aren't sealed. I've
pulled gyroscopes out of every type of aircraft I worked on that would be covered in some type
of corrosive solution. The only industry I know of that chooses solder over crimping is the
space industry, but those are far different circumstances than anyone else would experience.
Crimping IS quick and cheap, for someone doing a specific connection once. Manufacturers
have robots that do the crimping, those robots could just as easily solder, and soldering would
be much cheaper and just as fast. Solder is far cheaper than crimp connectors. Soldering fills in
the gaps between copper with tin and lead or tin and silver , creating a bond of dissimilar metals
and an area ripe for galvanic corrosion, which is nearly impossible to avoid on the outside of a
vehicle, it's difficult to avoid inside a sealed compartment. You seem to be too busy feeling like
you're being personally attacked and trying to justify doing things your way, you're not willing
to see people are simply trying to offer more information. Just because I choose to specialize in

a certain field doesn't mean I don't still know all of the other things I learned. Fuels and
hydraulic fluids are also toxic and really bad for bare skin, but again that's not the same thing
as corrosive. The same goes for hydraulic fluid. The exception is amphibious aircraft that work
on and around the ocean, but that's another whole batch of issues. And gunk or stain isn't
corrosion. You need to go look up the word "corrosive". Aircraft in general are much more
prone to vibration because the powerplants are much more rigidly mounted than in surface
vehicles and the way the whole structure is constructed is more prone to transmitting
vibrations. Hence the "safety wire" all over the place which you will only find on race cars, never
consumer surface vehicles. Soldering is NOT cheaper or faster than crimping, especially for
automated lines. Then the parts have to cool down so the solder can set and cooling or heating
too quickly causes problems as well before they can be moved, which further slows down the
line. Crimping, on the other hand, can be done in a tiny fraction of the time and the usual crimp
alloys are cheaper and easier to produce than solder. A proper crimp makes a good joint, and it
may make a "homogenous piece of copper" if both the wires and crimp are copper, but that's
usually not the case. In fact, the crimp is usually of a different material and causes exactly the
galvanic corrosion that you ascribe to solder. Then the exposure to actual corrosive chemicals
compounds the issue. I have technical degrees as well, and I'm very familiar with chemistry and
physics. But degrees don't mean anything if you don't actually understand the material, which
you clearly don't. I have just as much experience as you, but unlike you I understand why things
are done they way they are and why employees are told things that aren't true in order to keep
them from thinking for themselves. Like that old nugget about metal fatigue. If a crimp makes a
"homogeneous mass" as you say, then there is obviously zero difference between a crimp and
solder because both are a solid, large cross section which is subject to identical tensile stress
along the outside edge when subjected to a bending force. Which is why wires that are subject
to bending are many small strands instead of one big one; the small strands have much smaller
stresses for the same bending angle and can withstand repeated bending much, much longer. If
you try to bend a solid core wire and an otherwise identical material type and diameter
multi-strand wire the solid core will be very stiff but the multi-strand will still be quite flexible.
But if your "proper crimp joint" makes it all one homogeneous strand, that's out the window.
Ergo, the metal fatigue assertion is pure baloney because the truth is that nobody wants to
explain that soldering would be much better but they're never going to do it because it's much,
much slower and much, much more expensive. And yes, I get miffed when people "offer"
misinformation and claim to know things they don't. You're trying to find reasons to argue and
specifically attack my knowledge and experience. I never stated jet fuel or hydraulic fluid were
corrosive to wires, I simply used the 2 most obvious fluids to demonstrate that aircraft are not
operating in some sterile environment, which you seem to think they are. Aircraft are not even
relative to the conversation, you're the one that brought them into the conversation in an
attempt to disqualify my 4 decades of experience as an engineer, I only brought them up in
reply to your comments. I made 2 statements about corrosion, 1 was that aircraft are subjected
to corrosive fluid and 2 was about galvanic corrosion. Machines are not restricted to the
soldering techniques that people are, there are a lot of options for mass production soldering
that's very fast. I did fail to mention previously, most crimp connectors have built in stress relief
features. Even cheap connectors are made out of copper, though I'm sure there are some
companies making them out of other materials. If soldering was safer or more reliable than
crimping, that is what government safety regulations would mandate, but they don't. Solder fails
during catastrophic events, creating more risk. You can reach that temp with less than 5W of
power, a 10A fuse on a 12V system won't fail until it hits W. Anybody who can read can see that
you did in fact assert all the things you are claiming you didn't. Anybody who claims that others
should take their word for something based on experience is doing so because it's the only
thing they have when all the facts disprove their claims. I know and have met many, many
"experienced" people who are utterly incompetent at their jobs. The longer a person holds the
same job not necessarily the same exact position, they usually get promotions and get moved
around within the organization in order to not permanently inflict them on anybody the less
intelligence and imagination that person has. Intelligent people thoroughly learn the job and get
bored with it and want to try something new. Dumb people are easy to keep interested because
they never actually understand anything, so everything remains magical and new to them.
Incompetent people don't know they are incompetent. It's called the Dunning-Kruger Effect. I
had a Computer Science instructor in university who was in his late fifties or early sixties and
had co-written the textbook for the course. One day I had trouble understanding his
"pseudocode" and couldn't get a very short program of 15 lines or so to work, so I went to his
office and asked him to go over the pseudocode with me. He wouldn't do that, and instead
decided to debug my program for me, which is not what I wanted. I wanted to understand the

the problem, not have him give me the answer. But he couldn't fix the program because he
didn't even understand the procedure himself. So an hour and a half later I gave up, left his
office and dropped the course. He was quite "experienced", but utterly incompetent. Meanwhile,
another instructor was in his twenties and recently graduated but when I took a 2-page
handwritten program to him in the classroom, he was able to point out the mistake in the time it
took him to read to that point, which was a few seconds. Sorry, "experience" or a certificate on
the wall is less than worthless. Everybody knows that government regulations are a giant mixed
bag of everything from logical, reasonable mandates to utterly insane gibberish, and all too
often regulations exist only because corporations make money from those regulations. So
claiming something is correct just because it's a regulation is just as far off base as claiming
someone is correct just because they've been around longer. If you can't stick to scientific fact
then don't argue. No, crimp connectors do NOT have "stress-relief features". They may claim to,
but unless they include something that actually has some give to it and bends easily with
moderate pressure - and is in constant contact with the wire - it is just lip service. I have yet to
see any such thing. And no, the wire's own insulation does NOT qualify as "a stress relief
feature". As I said before, that's irrelevant anyway if you properly route and secure the wires.
And I have never, ever seen crimp connectors in any store that contained any copper at all.
They are usually aluminum or other soft alloys for splice connections and harder white metal for
anything else. Years ago many things were manufactured with plated copper contacts that were
silver on the surface but copper underneath, but I haven't even seen anything like that for many
years, and never saw it in crimp products available to the average consumer. Again, what is
available to an aircraft technician is probably entirely different than what is available to the
average DIY-er in a consumer store. It's absolutely true that a soldering oven can
simultaneously solder hundreds of miniature components on a circuit board exponentially
faster and cheaper than an individual human can do the same job. Does that translate to larger
scale and very different things like wiring harnesses? Not even remotely. And if soldered
connections are melted in a vehicle, that's the least of your problems and you should be
completely replacing the wiring anyway. Reply 2 years ago. Wo1fMane , you've misunderstood
how resistors work. The wattage rating of a resistor is the maximum power the resistor is rated
to dissipate, before possibly overheating or failing. If you choose a smaller wattage resistor, but
still the same ohm resistance, you will be overloading the resistor, and it will likely overheat and
fail. Maybe not immediately, it heavily depends on the overload severity, ambient temperature,
duty cycle, etc There is a simple calculator available online to determine what wattage resistor
is required for a given voltage. You will see that this resistor will be dissipating The only saving
grace you have, is that during a turn-signal operation, they are only on about half the time,
which will dramatically reduce the heat dissipation required by each. This fact, coupled with the
fact that turn signals tend to be operated in short bursts, is likely why your 6 watt resistors are
still working Try leaving them on for a few minutes and see how hot the resistors get Please
have a fire extinguisher ready. You've misunderstand how cars work. No turn signal bulb is
anywhere near 50 watts. That's headlight territory. According to your calculations, the resistor
will be dissipating more power than the original bulb. Also, my resistor is 6 Watts, not 6 Ohms. I
never said how many Ohms my resistor was. Those other resistors need to be 50 Watts because
they have too little resistance. You need rethink your approach. By the way, my "insufficient"
resistors are still working fine more than a year later. But that's only because I haven't had the
spare time to track down why the flashers I've tried to use don't work in spite of the pinout
being correct according to the wiring diagram and the markings on the OEM flasher. Sooner or
later, the resistors won't be necessary. There are too many problems with your calculations to
list. But a glaring problem is that the resistors' values aren't actually given. Using that
calculator, the 6 Watt resistor would have to be 32 Ohms, and the 50 Watt resistor would have to
be 4 Ohms. But that ignores the rest of the circuit and that calculator only works for a single
component. That's well within the operating specs of everything. See above. The point is that
the whole point of those resistors is to draw enough power to "fool" the flasher into thinking
you're using an incandescent bulb. So yeah, they're drawing a significantly large percentage of
their rated power, and defeating the major purpose of LED lights, which is to save power and
not throw off a bunch of waste heat. Wiring the resistor in parallel which is the only way your
calculation makes sense is a huge waste of power and actually increases the load on your
electrical system over stock incandescent bulbs, which is really dumb and lazy. If the LEDs
can't function with the resistor in series, then they are poorly designed and made and you
shouldn't be using them. The right way to fix the problem is to replace the flasher with one that
flashes at the same rate regardless of the load, so it works with both LEDs and incandescent
lamps in any combination. It saves energy and requires no modifications to your vehicle at all.
Plug and play. Most people who don't properly inspect their own vehicles for proper function of

basic equipment like lights don't know or care what that fast flashing means anyway. More by
the author:. Summary: 1. Merge wire instead of using T-taps for a perfect connection. Always try
different wire combinations for double-filament bulbs. Did you make this project? Share it with
us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Answer Upvote. Wo1fMane 3
years ago. Reply Upvote. Wo1fMane Wo1fMane Reply 3 years ago. Don't use 50 watt resistors
unless it's specifically called for in your application. Wo1fMane gilligan8 Reply 1 year ago.
NightFire Wo1fMane Reply 11 months ago. Wo1fMane NightFire Reply 11 months ago. ShaneB
Wo1fMane Reply 2 years ago. Wo1fMane ShaneB Reply 1 year ago. Wo1fMane ShaneB Reply 2
years ago. Wo1fMane Wo1fMane Reply 1 year ago. Discussion in ' 2nd Gen Tundras ' started by
csuviper , Mar 9, Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are
currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick
Links: Axle nut torque and wtf is up with these wheel bearings? Backup camera options? Post
Reply. This install was completed on my 2nd Gen Tundra. Install will be similar for the 3rd Gen
Tundras but i dont have confirmation the wire colors are the same. LEDs purchased from
csjumper on TacomaWorld. Will be a little different on the Tundra as the wire colors are
different. There is a ground wire, DRL wire and turn signal wire. It is very important to find the
correct wires. If you tie the resistor into the DRL wire then the power will be running through the
resistor all the time and it will get very hot and possibly fail or cause damage. The correct wires
to tie into on the passenger side are the pink wire and the white wire with black line. Use the
provided T-tap connectors to splice into these wires and connect the resistors. The correct
wires to tie into on the drivers side are the red wire and the white wire with black line. Use the
provided T-tap connectorsto splice into these wires and connect the resistors. Just find a good
spot on the metal to install them where the resistor is not touching wiring or plastic. The stock
bulb is on the left. Completed pic with DRL and halos on at night. Cant turn off the halos. Last
edited: Mar 9, If you do not have the kit as described above then you will need the following
items 2 NA LEDs 2 resistors 4 t-tap connectors and 4 male connectors of same size. Size is
indicated by color. The correct color would be blue. Awesome write up. Another mod to add to
the to do list. Medic , Mar 9, Good stuff man! TruckyTruck , Mar 9, Your truck is so sick! Great
thread. MotoTundra , Mar 10, Anyone know where the flasher is located? Virgils12 , Mar 10,
Virgils12 , Mar 11, I can't figure out where it goes Have looked on both fuse boxed and they say
nothing about a flasher. Mike , Mar 11, No wire cutting! I did mine with white DRL and amber
switch back turn signals. Love it King Slayer , May 6, Quick question fellow toyota guys I just
installed the resistors for the rapid flash issue So I have 4 total. In the front passenger I got onto
the pink wire and the white with black wire. On the driver side I got onto red wire and the white
with black wire. Did I do the install correct? The rapid flash stopped but notice the resistors get
really hot. I know it's normal the heat build up, but isn't it only going to get power when I turn
the blinker on? Or constant? The back only had two wires each side. Grin , Feb 1, Dogmatic ,
Nov 10, Show Ignored Content. Quick Charge 3. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Cllena
Car 12V 24V to 5V 3. Aluminum 5. Viair 88P Portable Air Compressor. Username or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? When taking it to ac v. Led load resistor wiring diagram load resistor
instructions plasmaglow led productsled bulb bulb socket splice here splice here ground wire
power wire load resistor using the diagram below splice the load resistors wires in so that it
connects across the positive and negative wires of. Led indicator resistor wiring diagram. If all
goes well you should see light. One last note about wiring leds in parallel while i put my resistor
in front of both leds it is recommended that you put a resistor in front of each led. Why are
installing load resistors necessary for led turn signal lights. This makes the indicator relay or
bulb check circuit see a normal. Practical led indicator and flasher circuits from led load resistor
wiring diagram source. How to connect led to v ac voltage. Once you know you have the relay
its as simple as wiring your new motorcycle indicators in and plugging in your new relay.
Hopefully those looking for practical information on electrical circuits and wiring led
components found this guide first. If you dont install load resistors also known as equalizers
with led turn signal bulbs you will experience the notorious hyper flash issue. Offroaders staff
editor technical info. For the first time we often use a resistor to reduce the current in the series.
The load resistor has to be connected to the two wires that go to the indicator or tail light bulb
holder one end to the postive live wire the other to the negative earth wire. This is the safer
better way to wire leds in parallel with resistors and also ensures that you dont make the
mistake that i did accidentally. It requires reducing voltage and changing to dcv. How to install
load resistors for led turn signal lights. We know well that led uses about 2v at 10ma only. Its
likely though youve already read the wikipedia page about series and parallel circuits here
maybe a few other google search results on the subject and are still unclear or wanting more
specific information as it pertains to leds. However this solution has significant disadvantages
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ly large easily a few watts. In addition the value of the resistor should be adjusted depending
on the magnitude of the current. Simplest ac mains voltage indicator circuit diagram. Power
resistor in series with the load and connect an led with series resistor across it. But it is not
suitable for the high ac voltage. Hyper flash is exactly what it. Maybe you only want to change
your rear indicators to leds and leave the front indicators standard or youre struggling to find
the right led relay for your bike. Connect the cathode k or end of the led to the resistor then the
other end of the resistor to the negative side of the battery. Installing led lights in your vehicle.
Wiring Diagram For 3 Way Switch. Led Tube Light Wiring Diagram. Skip to content. To cure
these problems you will need to fit load resistors across each led bulb as shown below. Led
Circuit Wikipedia. Led Circuits. Led Load Resistors Wiring Diagram. Barracuda Freccia Led
Indicators. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp.

